Women and sustainable energy

DEVCO C6
Sustainable energy and Climate Change
Women and Sustainable Energy (SE)

Empowered & wealthier life for women and girls thanks to sustainable energy towards a sustainable growth

Empowered Woman as SE ACTOR
- Boosting women entrepreneurship in energy sector
- Increase their role in the sustainable energy value chains (technical jobs as well as decision-making positions)

Empowered Woman as SE ACTIVE/PRODUCTIVE USER

Empowered Woman as BENEFITTING USER

Induced objectives
- Improved or new access to sustainable, affordable and modern energy services enables women to develop activities generating incomes

Activities
- Affordable access to SE products & services and to finance
- Vocational Training/Skills development
- Advocacy/policy
- Awareness at community level

targeting
- WOMEN
- AUTHORITIES & COMMUNITIES

Provided by
- A partnership